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Project Progress

Project Title Project Reference

Pressurised Cable Active Control and Monitoring NIA_UKPN0012

Project Licensee(s) Project Start Date Project Duration

Eastern Power Networks, London Power Networks, South Eastern 

Power Networks

Sep   2015   2 Years 2 Months

Nominated Project Contact(s)

Lynne McDonald (lynne.mcdonald@ukpowernetworks.co.uk)

Scope

This project will be applicable to all pressurised cables running at 33kV, 66kV and 132kV. 

For the purpose of the trial cables selected will be oil-filed and those that have a history of regular leaks. 

Objective(s)

The objective of this project will be to reduce leakage from pressurised cables, by operating oil-filled cables at lower pressure, to such 

an extent that their operational life can be extended. This will result in fewer pressurised cables requiring replacement and so a lower 

cost to the customer for the maintenance of the electricity network. 

This will be done by developing and installing a system using equipment to actively reduce cable pressures to the minimum operating 

pressure at all times. Specifically there are five objectives within this project: 

l Identify minimum operating conditions for pressurised cables (pressure, load, oil temperature, external temperature) 

l Develop control strategy to identify required control and monitoring points 

l Develop control system to be deployed on selected cable sections 

l Implement control system 

l Active control of cable pressures , leading to a reduction in leakage 

Success Criteria

The success of the project will be judged against the six objectives described above: 

l Identify minimum operating conditions for pressurised cables 

l Develop control strategy to identify required control and monitoring points 

l Develop control system to be deployed on selected cable sections 

l Implement control system 
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l Active control of cable pressures , leading to a reduction in leakage 

l Improved Health Index through better management of fluid leakage and thus Health Index improvement on FFCs. 

Performance Compared to the Original Project Aims, Objectives and Success Criteria

The project is progressing in line with its original aims, objectives and success criteria. 

At the start of the project, a selection process was carried out for a suitable supplier that could design and produce a pressure control 

unit for fluid-filled cables and a test rig for trialling it. At the time, due to lack of expertise in fluid-filled cable design in the UK, only one 

suitable supplier was identified (Prysmian). 

Whilst preparing to start with the building and trialling of the rig, a different supplier with suitable expertise in fluid filled cable design 

was brought to the project’s attention. This resulted in a further tender exercise midway through the project, not originally included in 

the project scope, which introduced delays to the project programme – the impacts of these are being assessed by the project team. 

The tender concluded in awarding the testing of the rig to Elmeridge Cable Services (ECS). 

The first active pressure control (APC) unit prototype and the test rig for it have been designed and developed by ECS, which was 

has been delivered.  The initial APC unit design incorporates the various functions and safety features identified during the feasibility 
stage of the project. It is a fully contained unit that measures fluid flowrates and pressure within a FFC and uses this data to operate a 

variable pressure valve (PRV). 

Testing to date suggests that this unit operates broadly as expected and more importantly fails safe in the event that any parameters 

fall outside of the specified design range (e.g. when leak causes enough of a pressure reduction to fall below setting pressure). 

However, the following problems have been identified with it: 

l The PRV is not sensitive enough to manage the low flow rates encountered during the thermal cycle in the hydraulic system. 

l The PRV suffered compatibility issues with the cable oil (T3788). 

l The size of the first APC unit prototype is very large and makes the installation at substations and tank kiosks very challenging. 

l The unit requires two oil feed points to work rather than one as originally anticipated. 

Although the prototype APCU failings are not insurmountable, it was deemed that the overall system is not robust enough nor practical 

for operational purposes. The decision was then taken to develop a second APC unit, keeping the operational and control systems to 

a minimum. This has now been successfully developed. 

The two APC units (the first prototype and the second unit) will be used for testing to gain more understanding around the operation 

of the control unit on a hydraulic section with two feed points. There will also be an assessment on how these two APC units interact 

with one another when operating on a single cable. 

A second test rig was also built to facilitate testing with the two APC units. The rig represents better an actual FFC like the ones we 

have installed on our networks. 

After successful laboratory tests, UK Power Networks will trial the second APC unit on single tanked systems on the live network to 

ensure no additional risk is placed on the supply of electricity to customers.  In preparation of these network trials, work has started to 
identify candidate fluid filled cable circuits. In order to do this, a list of factors to consider for selecting the circuits has been compiled 

including: frequency of leaks, rate of leakage, existing monitoring, availability of LV supply on each end of the cable and space 

constraints 

Subject to the success of this stage, a number of units will be rolled out to business as usual. 

  

Required Modifications to the Planned Approach During the Course of the Project

No modifications to the planned approach were required. However, because of delays introduced by the tendering process midway 

through the project, the project timescales might be extended in 2017/18. 

Lessons Learnt for Future Projects

Initial learning from the project demonstrates the active control of pressurised cables is feasible and is likely to lead to both a long-

term reduction in leakage from cables and a potential extension of asset life. 

Following completion of testing on the first prototype APC unit, it was deemed necessary to design a second more compact unit. 
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Reducing the overall size of the unit to an item that could be installed into a substation or tank kiosk as opposed to the very large 

cumbersome prototype unit will help with the wider rollout of the technology. This highlights the need to build contingency in project 

timescales when the project involves prototyping, as iterations of the prototype’s design might be required. 

Research, development and demonstration of a proof of concept rig to date have proven effective and have demonstrated that 

lowering the pressure of fluid filled cables is feasible, actively control pressures on cables operating within normal operating 

conditions, a concept identified in the feasibility stage of the project. 

The project has not found significant problems with the methods trialled. Overall, the project is progressing well. 

The learning thus far has shown that it is likely that the Method will be successful and deployed at scale; however, the next stage (live 

circuit trials) will be critical to determine this. 

  

Other Comments: 

UK Power Networks will share publicly available project data to interested parties upon request, in accordance to UK Power Networks 

data sharing policy, which will be made available from 30 September 2017. UK Power Networks will share network and consumption 

data if the party requesting it can demonstrate it is in consumers’ interest to do so (subject to anonymization and/or redaction for 

reasons of commercial confidentiality or other sensitivity). 

Please contact innovation@ukpowernetworks.co.uk for any request. 
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